Investigating human disturbance to sea otters (Enhydra lutris) in
Monterey Bay
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Objectives
1)

Determine frequency and severity of sea otter disturbance.

2)

Provide examples of disturbance thresholds.

Methods

Fig. 1: Probability of activity increases with proximity
to disturbance stimulus
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Fig. 1: The relative magnitude of effect (MOE) of a disturbance (%
change in activity) increases as a disturbance stimuli nears a sea
otter.

2 Observational Scan Techniques:
Disturbance scan – record sea otter
group behavior every 15min for 2hrs.
Focal Follow – record behavior of
individual otter (male, female, female
with pup) continuously for 2 hrs.

Decrease proximity

All scans record group size, abiotic
conditions, disturbance stimuli, distance of
stimuli to group center or focal otter. Stimuli
fall into 5 categories. For the purpose of this
analysis we only included small craft (ie:
kayak, paddleboard).

Table 1: Impacts of distance influenced by location
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Monterey Bay and Pacific Grove (MON), Moss Landing and Elkhorn Slough
(MOSS), and Morro Bay (MOR).

~ 30 (m)
~ 100 (ft)

~ 15 (m)
~ 50 (ft)

Table 1: MOE indicates the proportion of otters that are likely to
respond to the stimulus at the specified distance at a given
location. For example, .05 MOE represents a 5% probability of
activity, or a 95% probability of no disturbance. The Average MOEs
and corresponding distances (rounded) are given as examples of
disturbance thresholds for viewing resting sea otters.

Conclusions & Significance

• Scan data imputed into Bayesian Markov Chain Monte-Carlo model built in
MatLab.
• The model estimates probability of change in behavior based on distance
to potential disturbance stimuli.

Scan me!
A video to
learn more
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Examples of Disturbance Thresholds

Increase Activity

Disturbance Activity Model:
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Location: Scans are taken at multiple sites at three main locations:
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Relative Magnitude of Effect (MOE)

As outdoor recreation increases there is a consequent rise in human-wildlife
encounters. Thus, quantifying the effects of anthropogenic (human induced)
disturbance is of interest to wildlife management agencies 1. Linking
behavioral response to the distance of stimuli could further our
understanding of how disturbance impacts sea otter activity. This is
especially important when assessing the physiological cost of disturbance to
high-risk populations and ecologically significant species, such as the
southern sea otter (Enhydra lutris nereis).
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Results

Introduction
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• The probability of a sea otter being active increases as the disturbance distance decreases.
• A disturbance's magnitude of effect depends on proximity.
• A model that predicts sea otter activity based on disturbance distance provides a useful tool
for regulatory agencies.
• In progress: Metabolic rates will be included to quantify the energetic cost of disturbance.
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